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Covid-19 has the potential to cause severe damage to many tissues, including systemic inflammatory response syndrome

(SIRS), acute respiratory disease syndrome (ARDS), multiorgan involvement, and shock. One of the most feared

complications are thromboembolic events which lead to severe clinical phenotypes: worsening of pulmonary conditions,

oxygen desaturation, and acute respiratory distress. Management choices should be considered according to the critical

or chronic setting.                             Main pathophysiological mechanisms underlying thrombosis from Covid-19 are

discussed, including metabolic derangements and hormonal factors.
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1. Venous Thromboembolism Diagnosed in Covid-19 Patients and
Management

1.1. Clinical Diagnoses of Venous Thromboembolism

We are aware of a small number of studies that have reported the incidence of VTE in patients with Covid-19 . A

Chinese retrospective study worked in this direction by reporting a percentage of 25% (20 out of 81) of patients admitted

to the ICU in whom an accident of VTE occurred. Of note, none of the patients had been managed with the use of VTE

prophylaxis drugs . Klok et al. , in a multicenter study that included 184 patients with severe Covid-19, recorded the

percentage of 31% (95% confidence interval: 20% to 41%) of patients who developed an accident of VTE. All patients had

been treated with VTE prophylaxis drugs, although the authors noted underdosing in 2 of the 3 recruiting centers (81). It

cannot be ruled out that VTE may go undiagnosed and unrecognized in patients with severe Covid-19. This is an

important aspect during the clinical evolution of Covid-19, as ARDS in those patients is potentially the cause of a vicious

circle involving hypoxia, pulmonary vasoconstriction, pulmonary hypertension and right ventricular failure. The onset of

pulmonary embolism is an additional clinical event that often cannot be resolved.

1.2. Medical Treatment in the Acute Setting and on Discharge

The use of drugs for systemic anticoagulation has been a crucial point for the treatment of VTE. The choice of the most

suitable drug requires clinical considerations factoring in comorbidities and possible impairment of renal or hepatic

function, haematological disorders such as thrombocytopenia or that of the gastrointestinal system. Multiple therapies

may be considered including a change in the anticoagulant pharmacological treatment in progress during the

hospitalization period, due to the critical state at hand to a more suitable regiment at the time of discharge to adapt to the

convalescence period.

This pharmacological management used in critically ill hospitalized patients with VTE, in whom the administration of

parenteral anticoagulants such as, for example, UFH may be preferred because it has good pharmacodynamic and

pharmacokinetic requirements without known drug interactions with experimental Covid-19 therapies. It is important to

underline that the effects of the therapy are obtained after a longer period with the administration of UFH (unfractionated

heparin) because they depend on the achievement of a therapeutic aPTT. In addition, healthcare workers are more

exposed to the risk of contamination due to frequent blood draws. Therefore, these aspects argue for the preferential

choice in the administration of LMWH in patients in whom invasive procedures are not planned.

The use of oral anticoagulation with DOAC is certainly advantageous because it does not involve the need for monitoring,

easing the planning of discharge, and for the outpatient management of the patient. It is possible that the worsening of the

patient’s clinical condition including, for example, the deterioration of the respiratory function in patients with Covid-19,

may necessitate a switch between these classes of medications. Patients who are expected to be discharged are advised

to use DOAC or LMWH to limit contact with healthcare personnel because controls for INR monitoring as for vitamin K

antagonists (VKA) are not required.
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1.3. Pulmonary Embolism in Covid-19 Patients: Stratification and Choice of Therapy

The vast majority of patients with Covid-19 and symptoms referable to acute DVT should be treated at home with

anticoagulant therapy whenever possible. However, there are a number of patients for whom hospitalization is necessary

to initiate acute endovascular techniques such as local fibrinolysis or embolectomy and patients with refractory symptoms

. Patients at medium and high risk for VTE may need the input of a multidisciplinary team to manage their PE .

The available data are limited but report a lower mortality with the use of advanced therapies for the treatment of VTE.

The caveat here is the limited data which marginally demonstrates lower mortality from routine use of advanced VTE

therapies. Therefore, severe respiratory failure sustained by a PE treated with the use of catheter-guided therapies during

the pandemic should be limited to the most critical patients. Likewise, the indiscriminate use of filters positioned in the

inferior vena cava should be avoided . The placement of a filter is recommended in restricted cases for patients

experiencing recurrent PE despite optimal anticoagulant treatment or with clinically significant VTE in the context of

absolute contraindications to anticoagulant therapy . IVC filters do not exonerate patients from the use of

anticoagulation which must be restored immediately, with the dosage of the drug gradually increased whilst considering

the potential to bleed. Patients with intermediate-risk and hemodynamically stable  should be closely monitored

and managed with anticoagulant therapy.

Rescue systemic fibrinolysis should be considered in patients with progressive deterioration, either systemically or by

transcatheter approach. Instead, for patients with evident haemodynamic instability and high-risk PE  systemic

fibrinolysis is indicated with two possible options, a percutaneous catheter approach or if this is contraindicated, systemic

fibrinolysis.

1.4. Management of Antithrombotic Drugs in Patients with SARS-CoV-2 Infection and Critical Illness

Patients with severe SARSCoV-2 infection and critical illness have a higher risk of VTE. Many factors contribute to the

development of VTE which is often associated with worsening clinical condition and rapid deterioration of the patient.

First, they have haemostatic imbalance coupled with a systemic inflammatory state and are forced into long immobility

because they are assisted with mechanical ventilation. Second, the placement of central venous catheters contributes to

increasing the risk of VTE in the ICU and infections . Third, nutritional shortage and liver dysfunction can interfere

with the production of clotting factors . A modification of the pharmacokinetics is to be considered in critically ill patients

who require dosage adjustment of anticoagulant drugs , caused by factors related to the absorption, metabolism, and

renal or hepatic elimination of these drugs to be considered with the possible presence of organ dysfunction.

Administration of anticoagulant therapy by systemic parenteral infusion is recommended in majority of patients whereby

Covid-19 with acute thrombosis occurs. In these cases, the use of UFH can be used based on expected protocols, or in

patients with deterioration of renal function. In the absence of an application for an urgent procedure, the use of LMWH is

a reasonable alternative . Anticoagulation is of particular importance in patients undergoing ECMO (extracorporeal

membrane oxygenation) for whom continuous monitoring of anticoagulant drugs is required to maintain the patency of the

circuit especially when hemodynamic stability is ensured by lower blood flow.

Available data are scarce to establish complication rates in SARS-CoV-2 patients, but thrombosis and haemorrhage rates

can be high reaching the rate of 53% and 16% respectively as reported in other populations with respiratory failure .

Even more limited are the data from the surveillance of ECMO patients in critical condition for SARSCoV-2 infection. Two

studies reported results with very high mortality which was five out of six patients in one series and three out of three in

another . To date concerns related to recommend target anticoagulation therapy for critically patients with overt

disease from severe SARS Cov 2 infection requiring ECMO exists due to lack of insufficient data .

1.5. Risk Stratification Scores to Drive Pharmacological Prophylactic Treatment

Patients with Covid-19 and a lung infection who required hospitalization following clinical complications have an increased

risk of VTE . The use of prophylactic anticoagulation and the dosage are recommended by current guidelines and the

position papers of professional societies, predominantly based on large randomized clinical trials that have reported a

benefit concerning outcomes after hospitalization .

Several studies have reported that early initiation of appropriate prophylactic anticoagulation reduces the risk of VTE in

critically ill patients . The Caprini score, the International Registry of Medical Prevention on Venous

Thromboembolism (IMPROVE) model and the Padua model are risk stratification tools useful for VTE risk assessment 

. For example, the use of the Padua model was reported by Wang et al. highlighting that 40% of patients

admitted to hospital for Covid-19 and in critical condition were at high risk of VTE. However, the study lacks data on the

use either of prophylaxis for VTE or about the incidence of VTE . VTE drug prophylaxis is indicated for patients
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admitted to the hospital for COVID-19 who have respiratory failure or comorbidities such as active cancer and heart failure

. This therapy should also be extended to patients with prolonged bed rest and who require a prolonged admission to

the intensive care unit unless patients have specific contraindications.

In January 2020 a WHO report recommended interim guidance for daily prophylaxis with low molecular weight heparin

(LMWH) or unfractionated subcutaneous heparin (UFH) to be administered twice daily . In patients forced into

prolonged immobilization, in whom prophylactic pharmacological treatment is contraindicated, the use of mechanical

prophylaxis with intermittent pneumatic compression of the VTE should be considered . The administration of

pharmacological prophylaxis for VTE should be very rigorous to avoid episodes of failed doses which has been a common

occurrence leading to worse outcomes . Pregnant patients with Covid-19 deserve particular consideration and must be

meticulously evaluated. This population of individuals have a higher risk of VTE that also extends to the postpartum period

. To date, there are insufficient data to draw definitive conclusions on pregnant women who have been admitted to

hospital with Covid-19 even if a greater risk of VTE is conceivable. VTE risk stratification for this patient population helps

consider the use of pharmacological thromboprophylaxis, especially if they have other risk factors for VTE. Further

research is needed to establish the appropriate prophylactic dosage of anticoagulants based on the weight of pregnant

patients .

It is important to point out that the problem of extended prophylaxis with LMWH  or direct oral anticoagulants (DOAC)

involves patients once discharged from the hospital after the resolution of the acute episode of Covid-19 . In

discharged patients, although the risk of VTE is reduced, the occurrence of bleeding events is increased . There is

no detailed information that clarifies this aspect of Covid patient management. However, it would be useful to employ

individualized risk stratification models for thrombotic and haemorrhagic episodes when considering prolonged, 45-day

prophylactic anticoagulant therapy. The latter is indicated in discharged patients with a high risk of VTE, with reduced

mobility or with active neoplastic disease, who may have a high D-dimer > 2 times the upper limit, but who are at low risk

of bleeding .

2. Hypotheses of Thrombosis Generation and Pathophysiological
Mechanisms

2.1. Covid-19 and Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation

Patients with clinically critical Covid-19 have a greater chance of developing disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC)

 which is common to many diseases that evolve with severity . It has not yet been demonstrated whether Covid-

19 can lead to the development of a DIC with mechanisms intrinsic to SARS Cov 2 that cause direct activation of

coagulation cascades. The hypercoagulable state caused by DIC leads to an activation of the tissue factor pathway with

consequent platelet consumption and a consistent bleeding diathesis. It is characterized by raised fibrin degradation

products (FDPs) which are commonly elevated in Covid-19 patients suffering from thrombosis.

The ISTH DIC score calculator is commonly used to establish the diagnosis of DIC . The worsening of blood

coagulation in patients with a critical picture of Covid-19 is carried out by monitoring platelet counts, PT, D-dimer, and

fibrinogen. The continuous monitoring of the parameters listed above is the first step for correct identification of the DIC

and starting its management. The appearance of bacterial superinfections is not uncommon and must be promptly treated

with aggressive antibiotic therapy. The sudden prophylaxis with LMWH can decrease the formation of thrombin and

reduce its consumption, to be useful in modulating the evolution of DIC. Preliminary results are based on limited data

which, however, have shown an effective benefit with the prophylactic administration of LMWH . Regarding the

discontinuation of long-acting single or dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT), it is recommended in most patients when the

diagnosis of DIC is suspected, administration of antiplatelet medications in patients who have suffered from a recent ACS

or who have implanted stents are left alone. For patients with a moderate or severe clinical condition of COVID-19 in

whom dual antiplatelet therapy is indicated because they have received PCI in the past 3 months or have suffered from

recent MI, even in the presence of a suspected or confirmed diagnosis of DIC but without noticeable bleeding, therapy

must be individually tailored. In the absence of strong evidence confirming a DIC it is reasonable to continue the DAPT, if

the patient has a platelet count of at least 50,000. The administration of a single antiplatelet drug is indicated when the

platelet count is between 25,000 and 50,000 while an interruption of antiplatelet therapy is recommended for a platelet

count of less than 25,000. However, rigidity in the application of these indications is not necessary and therapy must be

adapted according to the patient’s condition, increasing or decreasing the antiplatelet dose and paying close attention to

the possible onset of thrombotic complications or bleeding. Parenteral systemic fibrinolysis with the consequent

elimination of thrombi scattered in the organs favors the resolution of DIC.
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Patients with Covid-19 rarely suffer from clinically evident bleeding. However, significant blood loss is common in patients

who develop DIC often when septic coagulopathy is associated . If bleeding occurs, treatment consists of transfusion of

blood products.

First, the use of platelet concentrate is useful in patients who have DIC with active bleeding to maintain platelet counts

greater than 50 × 10 /L or in patients who have a high risk of bleeding because they require more invasive procedures to

maintain a platelet count greater than 20 × 10 /L. Second, the administration of fresh frozen plasma (15 to 25 mL/kg) in

patients who experience active bleeding and whose PT or aPTT values are altered (PTT> 1.5 times normal) or who have

a decrease in fibrinogen (<1.5 g/L). Third, the administration of concentrated fibrinogen or cryoprecipitate for patients in

whom the values of fibrinogen are low and persistent over time (<1.5 g/L) and the administration of prothrombin complex

concentrate where transfusion of fresh frozen plasma is not possible. There are currently no indications for the routine use

of tranexamic acid in patients with DIC associated with COVID-19 .

2.2. Direct Viral Damage and Endothelitis-Driven Inflammatory Reaction

Concerns about the triggering of changes in the hemostatic process may be also related to the direct effect of SARS-CoV-

2 viral particles. Varga et al. demonstrated the presence of viral elements within endothelial cells due to the expression of

ACE2 receptors. Also, inflammatory cells were demonstrated, corroborating evidence of a direct viral involvement towards

endothelitis development, also noted in several organs .

Preclinical analyses have also demonstrated the successful infection of organoids by viruses confirming their tropism for

endothelial cells. Investigators used clinical-grade soluble human ACE2 to achieve the infection . Endothelial

damage further contributes to inflammatory cell infiltrate in the lungs worsening the respiratory parameters .

2.3. Covid-19-Associated Hyperinflammatory Syndrome (cHIS)

A further hypothesis for thrombosis generation is related to cytokine storm precipitating an initially controlled inflammation

in the more complicated SIRS , as emerged from the observation of similar cases of individuals infected with other viral

diseases such as HIV, Zika, Chikungunya, and Ebola .

As a consequence of dysregulated immune reactions, hypercoagulable states are established due to continued

inflammation. Macrophages activation syndrome (MAS) and cytokines released play major roles by activating a pro-

inflammatory cascade  (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Pathophysiology of SARS-CoV-2 coagulopathy. DIC has been frequently noticed in Covid-19 severe patients

but bleeding diathesis was a less present feature. Cytokine storm and inflammatory-driven thrombogenesis is the most

known hypothesis, due to IL-2R, IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10 cascade generation. A direct viral damage has also been

acknowledged to start endothelitis and endothelial damage. MAS is instead an added mechanism present on an already

compromised immune condition where hyperferritinaemia and increase in IL-6 production are pathognomonic of

macrophages overactivation. RAAS system, complement and platelets also drive uncontrollable responses by generating

hypercytokinemia and dysregulating fibrinolysis. Increased levels of PAI-1 and tissue factor have been demonstrated.

Meta-inflammation is another possible trigger for coagulopathy. Obesity, hyperinsulinemia and metabolic syndrome are

strong risk factors for severity of infection in hospitalized patients. Primary conditions developing after viral infection are

depicted with a darker background. RAAS overactivation, platelets and complement activation are mainly secondary

mechanisms, thus they appear in a lighter background. Abbreviations: DIC: disseminated intravascular coagulation,
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FDPs: fibrin degradation products, ACE: angiotensin converting enzyme, AngII: angiotensin II, PAI-1: plasminogen

activator inhibitor, IF-γ: interferon- γ, TNF-α: tumor necrosis factor-α, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10: interleukin 6, interleukin 8,

interleukin 10. IL-2R: interleukin 2 receptor.

Recently, Webb et al.  proposed several criteria to diagnose the Covid-19-associated hyperinflammatory syndrome

(cHIS) which has been associated with coagulopathy and hypercytokinemia leading, among the other complications, to

mechanical ventilation and death in most severe cases. Criteria for the diagnosis have not been established at the time of

writing. Thus, the authors proposed six of them: fever, hyperferritinaemia from macrophages activation syndrome,

haematological dysfunction (N/L, neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio), hepatic injury (lactate dehydrogenase or aspartate

aminotransferase), D-dimer to diagnose coagulopathy and cytokinaemia (C-reactive protein, interleukin-6, or triglycerides

levels).

3. Inflammatory Cascade: The Bridge between Metabolic Derangements
and Thrombogenesis

The Immunologic Dialogue of Cytokines, T Cells, and Checkpoint Proteins Accelerating Thrombosis
in Atherosclerotic Lesions

Endothelial dysfunction, which is the first recognizable step of Covid-19 thrombogenesis from an inflammatory cause, is

first seen in atherosclerosis development. Metabolic derangements play main roles as atherogenic stimuli such as

dyslipidemias, hypertension, and obesity which stimulate a series of changes in lesion-prone vascular endothelium,

towards a vasoconstrictor, prothrombotic, proliferative, inflammatory phenotype. Pro-inflammatory cytokines, oxidized

lipoproteins (ox-LDL), and advanced glycation end products (AGE), as well as disturbed blood flow associated with

reciprocating, low shear stress  lead to endothelial activation (EA). These signals transduce mainly via the pleiotropic

transcription factor TF nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB), resulting in a coordinated program of genetic regulation within the

endothelial cell, among which chemokines, surface expression of adhesion molecules (e.g., vascular cell adhesion

molecule-1 [VCAM-1), and prothrombotic agents such as tissue factor, von Willebrand Factor and plasminogen activator

inhibitor (PAI-1) .

According to the Virmani classification, the intimal xanthoma is the initial detectable small lesion constituted by foam cells

with intracellular- and not extracellular- lipid accumulation.

The endothelial expression of adhesion molecules VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 drives leukocytes and platelet recruitment. Also,

smooth muscle cells coming from the tunica media, migrate to the plaque attracted by the PDGF stimulus and start to

produce other inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1 and IL-6.

An interesting role is one of the activated T cells, mainly CD4 : the recognition of proteic antigens presented by

macrophages on MHC type II molecules triggers a response for which Th1 cells produce IFN-ɣ, in turn activating

macrophages and overly stimulating the synthesis of pro-atherogenic inflammatory cytokines. In this process,

costimulatory and coinhibitory receptors on T cells direct T-cell function and determine T-cell fate. These co-signaling

molecules are divided into pro-atherogenic and anti-atherogenic ones. It is known, in fact, at least in the pre-clinical

setting, that CTLA-4 blocking accelerates atherosclerosis development and decreases luminal patency .

The evolution of the plaque sequentially favours the formation of pathological intimal thickening (PIT) lesions consisting of

macrophage foam cells and small extracellular lipid pools. The lesions eventually progress to fibrous cap atheroma (FCA)

presenting with a fibro-adipous cap and necrotic cores from extracellular lipids, cholesterol crystals, and calcifications due

to the accumulation of osteocalcin, osteopontin, and Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP). The last stages of

atherogenesis involve mainly complicated lesions with fissuration and erosion resulting in thrombus which provokes a

critical reduction of blood flow, thus occluding the vessel.

During plaque progression, regulators of immune cells divide into pro-atherogenic immune checkpoint proteins CD28–

CD80/86, OX40–OX40L, CD137–CD137L and CD30–CD30L and anti-atherogenic ones CTLA-4–CD80/CD86, PD-1–PD-

L1/2, ICOS–ICOSL, GITR–GITRL, CD27–CD70 and TIM proteins . CTLA-4 is mainly expressed on Tregs and activated

CD4  and CD8  T-cells but also on monocytes and activated B cells. Their anti-atherogenic role has been demonstrated

by preclinical and clinical studies, without a clear elucidation of the mechanism of pathogenesis.

4. Meta-Inflammation: Alterations of Metabolism Leading to Thrombus
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Generation

4.1. Obesity, Metabolic Syndrome and Dysregulated Lipid Metabolism

Obesity, metabolic syndrome and type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) are among the best-known risk factors for both

thrombosis and severe Covid-19 infection since they promote a state of chronic inflammation and impaired fibrinolysis.

Meta-inflammation, i.e., chronic inflammation driven by chronically altered metabolic pathways presents with increased

release of cytokines from adipocytes. Consequently, a contribution comes from macrophages (recruited in inflamed sites)

and transient hypoxia which is proper of visceral fat rather than subcutaneous one.

Macrophages in particular, extend the secretion of cytokines ensuring the vascular endothelium is stimulated towards a

pro-thrombotic state with upregulation of adhesion molecules and downregulation of coagulation inhibitory proteins.

Consequently, thrombin generation is increased, platelets are further activated and TNF-α and IL-6 increase the

expression of tissue factor, promoting the hypercoagulable state.

Chronic inflammation is also associated with dysregulation of endogenous anticoagulant mechanisms, including tissue

factor pathway inhibitor, antithrombin, and the protein C anticoagulation system.

The second important mechanism is impaired fibrinolysis. Expression of PAI-1 is markedly upregulated in visceral adipose

tissue and elevated levels of PAI-1, together with tissue plasminogen activator (tPA), have been found in severe Covid-19

patients . 118 hospitalized patients and 30 healthy controls were evaluated through laboratory, imaging, and clot-lysis

assays. Elevated levels of those markers were associated with worse respiratory status, enhancement of ex-vivo clot

lysis, and mortality. Also, strong correlations were demonstrated with neutrophil counts and circulating calprotectin, a

neutrophil activation marker. Plasma levels of PAI-1 are also elevated in patients with obesity or metabolic syndrome.

TNF-α is one of the key regulators of PAI-1 expression since it acts by stimulating its expression . This mechanism

suggests a clear link between antifibrinolytic activity and obesity-associated chronic inflammatory state.

Recent meta-analyses and case-control studies underlined the association between obesity and severe COVID-19. Also,

they showed that obese patients had worse prognoses than non-obese patients (OR, 2.31; 95% CI, 1.3–4.12) . In

general, dyslipidemias were also associated with severe COVID-19 (relative risk (RR), 1.39; 95% CI, 1.03–1.87; p = 0.03)

.

4.2. Hyperinsulinemia Contributes to Both Impaired Fibrinolysis and Hypercoagulable States

As a causative factor, hyperinsulinemia is related to all the metabolic conditions associated with poor outcomes from

Covid-19 infection. Again, the primary mechanism is impaired fibrinolysis, due to increased PAI-1 expression . It,

therefore, produces a decrease in plasminogen activator activity.

The impairment of fibrinolysis by insulin is completely independent of glycemia while hyperglycemia produces effects on

coagulation which is not related to insulinemia. Impaired fibrinolysis is consistently found in T2DM patients  (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Hyperinsulinemia, CVD and vitamin D have a strong impact on homeostatic equilibrium. Both hyperinsulinemia

(depicted in bold and colored font, in order to emphasize it) and hyperglycemia generate states of increased coagulation

and decreased fibrinolysis. By driving the development of CVD, diabetes mellitus and obesity, they contribute to the

inflammatory substrate of cytokines. They increase the ROS production due to the damage in decreasing both NAD+ and

reduced glutathione (GSH). A reduction in vitamin D, due to sequestration into the adipocytes, leads to decreased levels

of ChS and HSPG, regulators of RBCs deformation, increasing cells agglutination. These mechanisms are all responsible

for thrombosis initiation. Vascular inflammation and decreasing levels of Ch-S and HSPG are represented with colored

backgrounds being the main actors of thrombogenesis trigger. Also, thrombogenesis, the main effect, is outlined with a
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different color too. Abbreviations: Ch-S: cholesterol sulfate, HSPG: heparan sulfate proteoglycans, NAD+: nicotinamide

adenine dinucleotide, PAI-1 plasminogen activator inhibitor type 1, ROS: reactive oxygen species, T2DM: type 2 diabetes

mellitus, SIRT3: sirtuin 3, TNF-α: tumor necrosis factor-α, IL-6: interleukin 6.

Hyperglycemia instead stimulates clotting factors synthesis from the liver and inflammatory reaction by increasing the

secretion of IL-6. Biochemical effects of hyperinsulinemia are several and entail β-oxidation and ketolysis inhibition .

Due to the major depletion of nicotinamide adenine nucleotides (NAD+) by glucose oxidation rather than beta-oxidation

and ketolysis, NAD+ availability for mitochondrial deacetylase sirtuin 3 (SIRT3) activity decreases . This process, which

is NAD+ dependent, normally increases the production of NADPH reduce oxidised glutathione (GSSG) to reduced

glutathione (GSH) . Therefore, the final result is that insulin increases mitochondrial production of reactive oxygen

species (ROS), also via generation of ceramides . ROS production is then responsible for further vascular

inflammation. (Figure 1).

4.3. Vitamin D Metabolism and Its Interference in the Inflammatory Pathway

Vitamin D hydroxylation requires magnesium which is notably depleted in hyperinsulinemic conditions. Other mechanisms

responsible for decreased Vitamin D levels are increased renal excretion, reduced intracellular levels, and sequestration

into adipocytes. The last process is related to lipogenesis which is already increased in hyperinsulinemic patients .

Consequences of reduced activation are decreased levels of cholesterol sulfate (Ch-S), heparan sulfate proteoglycans

(HSPG), and cathelicidin synthesis. The final result is the promotion of agglutination and, subsequently, of thrombosis. An

explanation for this can be found in the action of HSPGs as potent anticoagulant molecules which also buffer glycation

damage. Ch-S is instead implicated in RBCs shape deformation for traveling through vascular spaces of reduced caliber

.

4.4. Extrahepatic Vitamin K Insufficiency and Dependency of Coagulation Factors

Evidence of altered laboratory values of vitamin K have been demonstrated in severe Covid-19 cases. Other than

coagulation factors, several other molecules, among which matrix Gla protein (MGP), a potent inhibitor of soft tissue

calcification and elastic fibers degradation, are dependent on vitamin K.

The proposed mechanism by Janssen et al. , implicates that following elastic fibers degradation due to SARS-CoV-2

proteolysis, partially degraded elastic fibers show increased polarity which drives an increase in the calcium content of

elastic fibers.

With an increase in MGP synthesis, vitamin K is utilized for further molecule processing (MGP carboxylation) which

decreases circulating vitamin K levels and increases damage to lung tissues. As a consequence, endothelial protein S is

not sufficiently carboxylated and shifts the coagulation equilibrium towards thrombogenesis .

An important proof that this mechanism may be deranged in Covid-19 thromboembolic events, is that diabetes,

hypertension, and CVD, which are correlated with worse outcomes, are conditions related to chronic elastic fibers

pathology.

4.5. Hormonal Factors Contributing to Covid-19 Thrombotic Complications

Gender differences in Covid-19 outcomes and cardiovascular diseases have raised many issues regarding the hormonal

asset of patients and its interference with coagulopathy development.

Endothelial dysfunction is found in the elderly, smokers, and patients with metabolic alterations such as dyslipidemias,

T2DM and arterial hypertension .

An interesting mechanism is the presence of receptors on megakaryocytes and platelet membranes for both estrogen and

androgens. Also, testosterone has been observed to increase the secretion of endothelial nitric oxide eNO, a potent

inhibitor of platelet activation .

The function of estrogens, in women, is also directed to regulate and enhance platelet function according to the ovarian

cycle release of hormones. On the contrary, lack of testosterone i.e., hypogonadism in the elderly produces a less

protective effect on hypercoagulation . Consequently, this aspect should be taken into account when evaluating older

patients for possible thrombosis.
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